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Tethys.Logging

Tethys.Logging is an object-oriented logging framework for.NET. It is based on Tethys.Streaming and on C2.Server. With Tethys.Logging you get a full-featured, high-level logging framework and console host. Features: Full console host, including color support High performance High level
framework Object orientation Supports per-message logging Supports easy switching of appenders (without restarting) Supports message grouping Supports multiple appenders Supports per-class logging Supports filters Supports decorators Implementation: Support classes
Tethys.Logging.Formatters.Console Tethys.Logging.Formatters.NLog Tethys.Logging.Formatters.log4net Tethys.Logging.Appenders.Console Tethys.Logging.Appenders.ConsoleTarget Tethys.Logging.Appenders.ConsoleAppender Tethys.Logging.Appenders.ConsoleAppender.ADAPTER
Tethys.Logging.Appenders.ConsoleAppender.ADAPTER.NLog Tethys.Logging.Appenders.ConsoleAppender.NLog Tethys.Logging.Appenders.FileTarget Tethys.Logging.Appenders.FileTarget.ADAPTER Tethys.Logging.Appenders.FileTarget.ADAPTER.NLog
Tethys.Logging.Appenders.FileTarget.Microsoft Tethys.Logging.Appenders.FileTarget.Microsoft.NLog Tethys.Logging.Appenders.RollingFileTarget Tethys.Logging.Appenders.RollingFileTarget.ADAPTER Tethys.Logging.Appenders.RollingFileTarget.ADAPTER.NLog
Tethys.Logging.Filters.Filter Tethys.Logging.Filters.Filter.ADAPTER Tethys.Logging.Filters.Filter.ADAPTER.NLog Tethys.Logging.Loggers.ConsoleLogger Tethys.Logging.Loggers.ConsoleLogger.
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A framework for standardizing logging behavior across the Windows.NET Framework. It provides two main classes:
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What's New In?

Tethys.Logging is a static library that provides a set of.NET classes to help you log your application or web site. The library provides classes and functions that can be used to log messages or events and display the log messages in a separate window. Tethys.Logging Usage: Logging is used to
record events or messages, such as times, events and exceptions in your application or website. By recording events you can monitor the performance and usability of your application. Tethys.Logging is designed to be easily integrated into any.NET application. Tethys.Logging Features:
Tethys.Logging Features: Log Messages in Separate Window You can create a log window that shows any messages that are logged by Tethys.Logging. This enables you to work with the log messages in a separate window without the need to switch to the application window or web browser.
Configurable Message Threading Tethys.Logging allows you to configure the threading of logged messages. This means that you can display log messages in an order that is suitable for you. This functionality can be configured in the configuration file or it can be set as a constructor
parameter. Customizable Log Rendering You can add any control to a log window, including labels, buttons, and messages. You can customize the appearance of the log window. You can use standard messages, defined in the Tethys.Logging library, or you can use your own. Logging in
ASP.NET Applications You can use the Logging functions to log messages in ASP.NET applications. You can configure the threading and logging methods to suit your requirements. Custom Messages You can create custom messages and use them in log messages. You can create messages for
different types of events. You can use a message table to store messages for later retrieval. Logs can be stored in a database, text file or in memory. Logging Event Attributes Log messages can contain event attributes. The event attributes can be accessed by calling the
Tethys.Logging.LogMessage function. The events used for the log messages can be controlled using events that are provided by the Tethys.Logging.Logger class. Logging in Web Applications You can use the Logging functions in ASP.NET applications. You can configure the logging and
threading methods to suit your requirements. Custom Messages You can create custom messages and use them in log messages. You can create messages for different types of events. You can use a message table to store messages for later retrieval. Logs can be stored in a database, text file
or in memory. Logging the Request Information
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System Requirements For Tethys.Logging:

Notes: 2Player Co-Op: Controls: Additional Notes: MPF Stories is a text based game where you are the lead investigator of a serial killer. He may have a motive, but he's not sure, he's always changing and you must work together as a team in order to solve the case and save the girl. There are
3 different playable characters, each with a unique personality, and each with their own story and different behaviors. You will play through three story arcs in each character. Once you have finished the third arc
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